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College Guild 
PO Box 696, Brunswick ME 04011 

 

SCIENCE SAMPLER 
~ Geology ~ 

Unit 4 of 5 
 
Geology is the study of rocks, including fossils ― bones, shells, or imprints of long dead plants and animals. A geologist is someone 
who looks at rocks and asks, “what is that made of?” or “where did that come from?” or “how old is that?” and uses the tools of science 
to find answers. While we all have a sense that rocks and fossils are old, for geologists, they are like time machines. In the same way 
that we take photographs so we can recall our own history, geologists study rocks to discover the history of the Earth. 

 
1. Talk about one of your most memorable photographs or other objects that transport you back in time this way. (You may 

answer this based on a friend, if you prefer.) 
 
2. Describe a rock or fossil you would like to have as a souvenir. Explain your selection. 
 

*******************************************************************************************************************************************************
* 

 
Part 1: A Rock Is Just a Rock, Right? 

 
Geologists have categorized rocks into three main types: igneous (like 
“ignite”), sedimentary (formed from sediment), and metamorphic 
(meaning changed in shape). 
 
Igneous rocks form when lava cools down. Lava is very hot, liquid rock 
(called molten) that flows from a volcano during an eruption or from 
cracks in the Earth’s crust. Igneous rocks make up 65% of Earth’s crust 
(the outermost solid layer of the Earth). Igneous rocks are subdivided into 
two groups, extrusive and intrusive, as illustrated in the figure to the right.1 
 
The Hawaiian Islands are volcanoes and consist mostly of igneous rock. 
They rise directly from the floor of the Pacific Ocean, making them the 
tallest peaks in the world. See the figure below right.2 Geologists have 
determined that the biggest island, Hawaii, is the youngest. Its volcanoes 
are still quite active. Maui is next youngest. It last erupted in the 17th 
century. Molokai, Oahu, Kauai, and Niihau are progressively older and all 
are inactive. Notice how the islands are nearly in a line. 
 
3. Why do you think the islands get younger from Niihau toward Hawaii? Why 

do you think the youngest island, Hawaii, is the biggest? 
 
4. What do you think are some of the challenges of living near an active 

volcano?  
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Sedimentary rocks are formed at the Earth’s surface or within water 
when bits of mineral mix and accumulate. Sedimentary rocks make up 
about 8% of the Earth’s crust. Two common types of sedimentary rock are 
sandstone, composed of sand (mineral and rock crystals), and limestone, 
composed (amazingly!) of skeletal fragments of marine organisms. 
 
To the right is a photo of the Seven Sisters cliffs in Southern England.3 
The white cliffs are made of chalk, a type of limestone ― similar to 
sidewalk chalk ― composed almost entirely of the fossil skeletons of tiny 
sea creatures. Geologists know that the oldest fossils are to be found at 
the bottom of such rocks, the youngest at the top. 

 
5. Why are the oldest fossils found at the bottom of these formations 

and the youngest at the top? 
 
Metamorphic rocks: metamorphic rocks are formed when any type of 
rock ― sedimentary, igneous, or even old metamorphic rocks ― is buried 
and subjected to the crushing pressures and high temperatures of the 
Earth’s interior. Rocks are crushed, flattened, stretched, and sometimes 
chemically changed into entirely different rocks. About 27% of the Earth’s 
crust is composed of metamorphic rocks. We can see metamorphic rocks 
when they are dramatically forced back up to the surface. These rocks 
often looked bunched up or folded like a rumpled tablecloth, as can be 
seen in the photo to the right.4 Just as with sedimentary rock, geologists 
know that the oldest rocks are to be found at the bottom, the youngest at 
the top. 

 
6. Explain why it might be difficult to determine what layers are on 

top and what are on the bottom in a so-called folded mountain 
such as Mt. Kidd, to the right. 

 
Geologists believe that rocks move from the surface down into 
the Earth and back again. The figure to the right shows a cross 
section of Earth with a volcano and a nonvolcanic mountain, and 
the effects of magma, weathering and erosion, and water, to 
explain how different types of rocks are formed.5 Geologists 
sometimes compare the Earth to a giant rock recycling machine, 
or a treadmill. 

 
7. How might the Earth be compared to a recycling machine 

or a treadmill? Or, do you have a better comparison? 
 
8. Say you picked up an interesting-looking rock. What 

scientific instruments could you use, or what 
experiments could you run, to determine if the rock is 
igneous, sedimentary, or metamorphic? 
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Part 2: How Geology Became Science 
 
In 1811,12-year-old Mary Anning dug up the skeleton of an ichthyosaur on her 
family’s property in England. See the figure to the right.6 As an adult she went on 
to reveal many first-of-a-kind fossil skeletons. She was called “the greatest fossilist 
the world ever knew.” When Mary was young, many individuals took hammer to 
rock in an attempt to find some new buried creature. It was a kind of fad. This 
happened first in Europe but spread to countries elsewhere. Amateurs like Mary 
developed their skills to become some of the first geologists. 
 
These pioneers found many new creatures: life in all its forms from ages past, 
including dinosaurs. But they also found entire buried forests, massive deposits of 
coal (fossilized plants), evidence of ancient ocean life on what is now dry land, 
and evidence of past ice ages. These discoveries raised serious questions about 
the history of life on the planet and the history of planet Earth itself. 

 
9. Twelve-year-old Mary’s ichthyosaur skull alone was 4 feet long! How do 

you think young Mary felt uncovering the whole skeleton? 
 
10. As an adult, Mary Anning was an outsider. At that time, British women 

were not allowed to vote, hold office, or publish their scientific findings. 
How do you think you would respond to such obstacles? 

 
Geologists learned that the deeper you dig, 
the older fossils and rocks are. Scientists 
could compare progressively older skeletons 
to see their progression over time. They 
could tell if one skeleton was older than 
another. But they couldn’t tell how old. It was 
a mystery. 
 
There were other mysteries. Geologists 
found matching fossils on continents 
separated by vast oceans. They found fossils 
of an extinct tree in Southern Africa, 
Madagascar, India, Australia, and South 
America. They found matching Mesosaur (an 
early reptile) fossils in eastern South 
America and southwest Africa. 
 
Once good maps of the world became 
available, scientists noticed the 
complementary coastlines of some continents: how, for instance, the eastern coast of South America seems to fit the western coast of 
Africa like a puzzle piece. 
 
A little more than 100 years ago, two things happened to help resolve these mysteries. First, the great English physicist Ernest 
Rutherford invented radiometric dating to assign ages to rocks and fossils. Second, German meteorologist Alfred Wegener proposed 
something he called continental drift to explain geological similarities across continents.  
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Part 3: Radiometric Dating ... A Geologic Timeline 
 
To discuss radiometric dating, we have to dig down into the stuff rocks are made of. Rocks are composed mainly of minerals but also 
contain small amounts of radioactive material. A radioactive material is one that steadily decays into a different material. For instance, 
as we learned in unit 3, the radioactive metal uranium gradually decays to become lead. There are many such radioactive materials. 
They are in rocks, in the soil, and in our own bodies. Each is characterized by a half-life. A half-life is the time it takes for half of an 
amount of the material to decay. The most common type of uranium, uranium-238, has a half-life of 4.5 billion years. If you had a hunk 
of pure uranium-238, in 4.5 billion years about half of it would have turned to lead. Other materials have much shorter half-lives. 
Carbon-14 has a half-life of 5,730 years. The idea behind radiometric dating is simple: If we can determine how much of a radioactive 
material within a rock or fossil has decayed, we can then determine how old the rock or fossil is. 

11. Say you have a fossil you believe to be just a few thousand years old. Would you want to use carbon-14 dating (half-life 
5,730 years), or uranium-lead dating (half-life 4.5 billion years), or some other method, to date it? Explain your answer. 
 

Following the invention of radiometric dating, advances in technology enabled scientists to date rocks and fossils from as little as 
hundreds of years to as much as billions of years old. Geologists could now assign absolute ages to layers of rock they observed in the 
field. A geologic timeline gradually emerged. See the figure below.8 
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Without getting too bogged down in the names geologists have given the layers, notice that fossil types go with layers of rock and that 
there are three major eras of life ― the Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic ― separated by massive extinction events, in which large 
numbers of species died out and were eventually replaced with new ones. 

 
12. How do you think a geologist could tell that an extinction had occurred? Describe what might be found among the rocks 

and fossils before, during, and after an extinction event. 
 
The very earliest period on Earth is called the Hadean eon, 4.6–4 billion years ago. Very, very few rocks have been discovered from 
the Hadean, and no life. The Hadean Earth had virtually no oxygen in its atmosphere, and the planet was still being bombarded with 
asteroids. 

 
13. Pretend you are an alien tourist visiting Earth during the Hadean eon. Write a postcard home describing the scenery. 

 
The oldest eon after the Hadean is the Archean eon, which lasted from 4–2.8 billion years ago. During this time, our atmosphere still 
had virtually no oxygen. Earth’s crust had started to cool down, forming rocks. The first simple forms of life appeared in the ocean and 
were able to use the sun’s energy to produce food. These organisms exhaled oxygen, though it took tens of millions of years for the 
oxygen to begin accumulating in the atmosphere. 
 
14. Why do you think the first forms of life appeared in the ocean rather than on land? 
 
15. Can you think of other forms of energy a simple life-form might use besides sunlight? 
 
Following the Archean, the Proterozoic eon is marked from 2.5 billion years to 542 million years ago (MA). During this eon, we start to 
see more stable continents and abundant living organisms. By the time primitive rangeomorphs appeared around 600-560 MA, 
photosynthesizing organisms had generated levels of oxygen in the atmosphere similar to today’s (approximately 20%). 
 

 
The Paleozoic eon began 542-541 MA and was marked by the emergence of huge numbers of new organisms within a short amount of 
time (note: in geological terms, “short” can mean hundreds of thousands of years!). This is known as the Cambrian Explosion. Most of 
the Earth’s phyla (meaning, loosely, types of animals) appeared at this time. 
 
16. What do you think might have occurred to cause the sudden emergence of so many new organisms? 
 
17. Imagine you, the alien tourist, return to Earth during the Paleozoic (let’s say you are very long-lived!). Describe how the 

Earth has changed. 
 

In the next unit ― unit 5, Biology ― we will explore in more depth the development of Earth’s life-forms, so for now we will leave the 
geologic timeline and move on to continental drift and plate tectonics. 
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Part 4: From Continental Drift to Plate Tectonics 
 
To explain the fossil similarities found across continents, some scientists proposed that land bridges must once have connected them. 
A continent called Lemuria was supposed to have once connected Africa to India. Lemuria, it was thought, must have enabled 
creatures to move from Africa to India or vice versa, and then sunk to the bottom of the Indian Ocean. 
  
But lost continents have never been found on the ocean floor, and no reason was ever given why they would have sunk in the first 
place. Still, when Alfred Wegener proposed in 1915 that continents themselves drifted apart over time, he was dismissed. It was not 
until the middle of the 20th century that the idea began to be taken seriously. Nowadays, it is accepted science that the continents 
were, indeed, once joined together ― all of them ― into a supercontinent called Pangaea, which gradually separated. 

 
Geologists now know that continents rest on tectonic plates, which are what actually move when land masses move. We therefore call 
this movement plate tectonics, not continental drift. See the image below.11 

 
Scientists know plate tectonics is real because it is still happening, and the speed at which continents are moving can be measured. 
The process is very slow ― roughly an inch per year! But over very long periods of time, such slow change can push up mountains!  
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Part 5: The Structure of the Earth 
 

Around 1900 (about the time the continental drift theory was first proposed), other geologists were trying to understand what the inside 
of Earth looked like. We could sample the top layer, the crust, and we knew from volcanoes that deeper down there is rock hot enough 
to melt. But we could not sample far enough down to determine the composition, temperature, pressure, or qualities of anything deeper 
than the crust. 
 
In 1909, Croatian meteorologist Andrija Mohorovičić used seismic waves recorded from an earthquake to determine that the Earth had 
several layers, including a mantle underneath the crust. The idea he used was that the shaking of an earthquake travels like waves 
through the Earth, very much like sound travels through the air, and that it behaves differently ― slowing down, speeding up, or 
bouncing off ― as it encounters different materials, such as a molten mantle or solid core. 
 
In 1936, Danish physicist Inge Lehmann filled out the picture we know today, 
using similar techniques. She discovered that the Earth has a solid inner core 
and a molten outer core, distinct from the mantle. See the image to the right.12 
 
The crust is the outermost layer. It ranges from 5–70 km in depth. (A kilometer, 
km, is roughly a mile and a quarter.) This is where we find the rocks and the 
tectonic plates. The mantle is 2,890 km deep. The liquid outer core is believed 
to be made of an iron-nickel alloy, and the solid inner core is made of iron. The 
boundary between the inner and outer cores is believed to be about as hot as 
the surface of our sun! 
 
18. Why do you think the interior of the Earth is so hot? 
 
19. Why do you think a very heavy metal such as iron (as opposed to some other material) is found in the Earth’s core? 

 
While geologists studied the composition of the Earth, other 
scientists looked for explanations for how the Earth’s moon formed. 
George Darwin claimed that the moon is slowly spiraling away from 
Earth (true!), and that the moon must therefore have once been part 
of Earth and had somehow peeled off. More recently, astronomers 
have proposed that the moon was hurled off the Earth sometime in 
the Hadean eon, following the impact of a Mars-sized planet 
dubbed Theia. Crazy as this sounds, this is the leading hypothesis 
for the moon’s formation. It is called the giant impact hypothesis. 
One reason scientists favor the idea is that the Earth and the moon 
are made of remarkably similar materials. 
 
20. How do you think we know the moon is gradually spiraling 

away from the Earth? 
 
21. Describe another possible origin for our moon. 
 
22. What else outside the Earth (besides the moon) could 

teach us about the earliest history of our planet?  
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Part 6: Earth Science 
 
Geology forms a central part of what we call earth science. Earth science includes many sciences besides geology. Sometimes, these 
sciences are grouped as “spheres.” These are not geometric spheres; rather, they are areas of scientific focus. 
 

● Atmosphere is the air that surrounds our 
planet. Atmospheric science includes the 
science of weather and climate science. 

● Lithosphere is what we’ve covered in this 
unit, the solid earth. It is what we commonly 
think of as the study of geology. 

● Hydrosphere is the oceans and fresh waters 
of Earth. 

● Cryosphere is the solid ice on Earth ―  
glaciers, ice sheets, and ice shelves. 

 
The atmosphere, lithosphere, hydrosphere, and 
cryosphere together form the geosphere ― our 
planet. There is one more sphere. 
 

● Biosphere is all of the life on Earth ― all the 
plants, animals, and microscopic life. 

 
 
Usually, “earth science” is considered to mean the 
collected sciences of the geosphere and “life science” 
the collected sciences of the biosphere.  
 
23. Which of these “spheres” would you most like to learn more about? 
 

“The power of imagination makes us infinite.” ―Scottish-American naturalist John Muir (1838–1913) 
 

******************************************************************************************************************************************* 
Remember: First names only & please let us know if your address changes 
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